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August 8

1975

PRESIDENT'S REMARKS ON THE MIDDLE EAST

Flexibility

Q.

A.

During the President's PBS interview, he said that Israel
has to be more flexible. How does he think Israel can be
more flexible?

If you read the President's response in its entirety you

will see that he is expressing his frequently stated conviction that
there must be movement on both sides toward compromise if
there is to be an interim agreement in the Middle East.

Ultimately,

of course, the responsiblity for progress toward a settlement rests
with the parties themselves.

The President underscored the impor-

tance of this responsibility in his statement that tht;,potential for
war is increased significantly if there isn't movement in the Middle
East at this time.

U. S. -Soviet Conflict
(il.

The Presidenttalked about a potential U.S. -Soviet confrontation
in the event of another Middle East war. Would the United
States commit troops?

A.

I am not going to address such a hypothetical question,
but I will remind you of the President's remarks stated yesterday,
and on other occasions, that "a war in the Middle East has broader

-2-

potential ramification than at any time in the past," and that
such a conflict could ultimately involve not only the countries in the
Middle East, but also the superpowers.
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a war in the Middle East has broader
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potential ramification than at any time in the past, 11 and that
such a conflict could ultimately involve not only the countries in the
Middle East, but also the superpowers.

Mideast:

News

4

Kissinger Attracts Saudi Praise for Mideast Pact
Secretary Kissinger briefed Arab leaders in Saudi Arabia
and Jordan Tuesday on the new Mideast peace agreement and
assured Saudi King Khaled that the U.S~ will ndt relax
its drive for a final settlement.
"Oil was the principal subject of Kissinger's talks in
Saudi Arabia especially since the producers' cartel is
meeting later this month. The U.S. is trying to stave
off another price increase. Before leaving, Kissinger
also reassured the Saudis about continuing weapons sales
despite the Congressional curb on the sale of Hawk
missiles to Jordan. American officials said later that
the Saudis had solidly endorsed the new Egyptian Israeli
agreement which will help support it throughout the
Arab world," Richard Valeriani (NBC) reported.
Shortly after arriving in Jordan, Kissinger made it
clear that an Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank of
the Jordan River is not in the immediate offing, AP
reported.
"Kissinger evidently did a good job selling (the
agreement), at least to the Arabians," Harry Reasoner
(ABC) said.
"After hearing Kissinger, their foreign
minister (Saud Faisal) called the accord an important and
signific~nt· step-fox R.~.ace." -- J-\E.;UPiiNetworks· -..f..Qj2/75}
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Presence in Sinai is Crucial

Israeli Ambassador to the U.N. Chaim Herzog said
Tuesday it is significant that Israel was willing to sign
an agreement renouncing the use of force as a problemsolving means. But, he added, u.s. presence in the Sinai
is essential to the success of the Mideast peace agreement.
No
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THE WHITE HOUSE

9•2•75

WA.SHING'l'ON

Rona
Attached are soae questions
that occurred to ae about the
use of Aaerican civilians in
the buffer zone that aay coae
up at
today•s briefinc.

•*

JWH

QUESTIONS REGARDING U.S. CIVILIANS IN MIDEAST
1.

-

\

Why didn't the United States push to• have the Aaericart':,

~-,.~

civilians operate under the UN flag?
2.

Is it

~rue

that many of the

u.s.

technicians will be foraer

CIA agents or employees?
j.

These technicans will carry saall anas.

Will they be permitted

to defend theaselves?
4.

What will the

u.s.

reaction be, for instaace, if the PLO or

some other terrorist organization attacks omthe the listening
posts and kills the Americans manning it?

s.

6.

Whose idea was it to put American technicans into the buffer
zone?

Israel, Egypt or the United States?

Is the

u.s.

co.aitting itself to having a •presence• in the

Middle East and can we look for an even larger •civilian force•
within a year?

?. There are already members of Congress who are saying they will
oppose the eaplacement of Americans in the buffer zone.

How does

the President expect to overcome this opposition?

8.

Don•t you think there should have been greater consultation
between the President and members of Congress before we agreed
to having 1111.... American civilians actively involved in
maintaining the peace in the Middle Bast?

t. Do you haYe any kind of ballpark figure as to how long the
technicians will be required to stay . . in the area?

10. Considerinc the way Congress has tried to run foreign policy

lately. woaldn't it have been better to have gotten Congress•
consent before ca.aitting Americans to the batter zone?

11. Did the Preai•ent receive any kind of unofficial concensua

..., fro• Congressional leaders before deciding to put Americans
into the buffer zone?

September 2, 1975

Middle East
Telephone count
4 con
1 pro
1 comment

, Telegram count
16 comments (Monday, Sept. 1)
10 comments (Tuesday, Sept. 2)
All in reference to no troops in the Sinai

September 2, 19 7 5

MIDDLE EAST PEACE AGREEMENT

TO ANNOUNCE:

For those of you who picked up copies of the

documents relating to the Middle East agreement, I have an addition
to give you on the Proposal:

On Page 2, paragraphs 2A and B, the word civilian

should precede the word personnel in the second line
of each paragraph.
With the rapid and considerable exchange of
information, texts and messages yesterday between
Washington and the Middle East, this word was inadvertently
omitted in each case.

*
Q.

*

*

Will the Middle East agreement be signed soon?

A.

Yes.

FYI ONLY:

It looks now like Roy Atherton, Assistant Secretary

The agreement will be signed in Geneva on

for Near East Affairs will sign for us.

He will.be in Geneva then.

'

(Middle East Peace Agreement-- continued)

*

*

On any and all specific questions on the agreement you may
wish to respond along the lines you and General Scowcroft discussed,
making the points that:

(1)

The documents have been released to the press and they
should be read carefully.

(2)

The President expressed his views on the agreement yesterday

.

in his remarks and in response to questions.

(3)

Secretary Kissinger will be returning to Washington Wednesday
and will provide a full briefing shortly thereafter.

(4)

In conclusion., I think it best not to get into a lengthy, in depth

discussion of the agreement at this time.

September 25, 1'}75

.: BOPCS.ALS TO DECLAS3IFY :Lv1ATE.RL\.LS ON

T:~E :~Il'.fAI

AGREEMENT

~:?....:-td~;rr-ou:1d:
Senators Case, Church and Helms have called fo:c public
disclosure of all secret documents and c cnnmitments :;_·elated to Sinai II.
\Ve can expect increased demands for this as Congressida:n;l cor:nmittees
study th'~ documents this week.

The GOP Leadership Meeting this morning focused on energy, the proposed
Sinai Agreement, and pending legislation to partially lift the Turkish arms
ernbargo. In the meeting, the President urged swift Congressional action
on resolutions to approve American participation in the Early Warning
System in the Sinai. Further delay could adversely affect the implexnentation of the agreement and erode the confidence o£ other states in
the ability of the United States to conduct a coherent foreign policy. The
President also urged swift House action on 1 egislation to partially lift
the Turkish arms embargo in the hope that this would stem a further
deterioration of U.S. -Turkish bilateral relations and create a more
stable situation in the Eastern 1viediterranean in which a just negotiated
settlement of the Cyprus problem could be achieved.
{The Bipartisan Leadership Meeting set for Thursday, September 25,
vvill address the same issues.)

Q,

A.

Several Senators have called for public disclosure of the secret
documents relating to the Sinai Agreement. Does the Administration
propose to make these agreements public?
The President discussed this issue with the Congressional
GOP Leadership this morning.

~

The President

is very concerned about proposals to declassify all of the materials
related to the Egyptian/Israeli agreement..:Gnd
·~

t•r;Jii ko

a~pro~ the

Agreement itself in jeopardy and would seriously undermine

•

-2-

promised con£identidity.

The President

s::t~ci

he and >)ecretary

Kissinger are worki.l1g with the Congressional Committees to
arrive at a satisfact::;ry method

t~"H•;i!N;

Congressional concerns.

,..
~--

'

September 25, 1975

DECLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS ON SINAI AGREEMENT

Background: The Senate Foreign Relations Committee yesterday
called for public disclosure of all secret documents and commitments related to Sinai II before any action will be taken on the
200-man US technical team for the Sinai.
During the Bipartisan Leadership breakfast this morning the
President discussed energy, the proposed Sinai agreement, and
pending legislation to partially lift the Turkish arms embargo.
The President urged swift Congressional action on resolutions
to approve American participation in the Early Warning System
in the Sinai. Further delay could adversely affect the implementation of the agreement and erode the confidence of other
states in the ability of the United States to conduct a coherent
foreign policy. He proposed that he and Secretary Kissinger
work with the Committees to provide an unclassified summary
or outline of the secret documents and commitments for public
release.

Q:

Yesterday the Senate Foreign R_elations Committee called
for public disclosure of the secr~et documents and secret
commitments relating to the Sinai Agreement. Does tle
Administration propose to make these agreements public
so the Congress will immediately consider the legislation
regarding the Early Warning System?

A:

The President discussed this issue with the Congressional
GOP leadership yesterday and \Vi th the Bipartisan Leadership
this morning.

The President is very concerned about

proposals to declassify all of the materials related to the
Egyptian/Israeli agreement.

Such action could put the

Agreement itself in jeopardy and would seriously undermine

-2-

our relations with the parties to the Agreement to whom
we

f't'"OI'II

pBi}l

sed_,

a

1

confidentiality.

The President said he and

Secretary Kissinger would work with the Congressional
Committees to arrive at

acompromis~

which would satisfy

Congressional concerns and ensure the confidentiality
of the agreements with the parties.

:
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::: :~~:::rioc::~·:;P~':~=~o:=~~~~m#t~!t. -·Disengagement Obsarver Force).
Do you have any comment on WaldheiiP 's
mission or on the liklihood of UNDOF renewal?

.<·

'1
1

I
·:;

Guidance: Wtth regard to the Waldheim ~is~ion1 this was undertaken
art the Secretary General's initiative and _ :W~ We:aid l:lavs a: cG&tmeat
on this misaioa aa auc:h. With regard to UNDOF renewal we would
ha~ nothing to add to our previous statements.
We have nothing
to announce on the basis of incomplete reports on the 1~DOF renewal
sit uation or on what might or might not happen ·in view of ··incomplete ·
reports on the nature of t he Middle East situation and prior to
Secietaty Generalllaldbeim' s return. ·
·
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November 24, 1975

MIDDLE EAST

UNDOF RENEWAL

Q.

A.

News stores tod•y report that UN Secretary Waldheim
is all but certain that Syria will renew the observer force
mandate on the Golan Heights which expires November 30.
Is the U. S. optimistic that the UNDOF will be renewed?

We do, of course, hope that the observer force mandate
will be renewed in the interests of all the parties in the area
to achieve a durable peace in the Middle East.

In keeping

with the determination that there ban be no stagnation or
stalemate in the Middle East, the renewal of the UNDOF
mandate keeps the peace process active and encourages
further progress.

Q.

How does your desire for progress in the Middle East
square with wire reports asserting that the U.S. has
secretly pledged not to pressure Israel for any more
than cosmetic concessions in possible next steps on the

A.

~

1b ~

~UII'~~

~ positio?::dains that we are se:!'~~t".r;;;-o-;,~ ~\#,:J
Jlan?

.

the peace process forward and are working with the parties
to determine the most effective means for doing so.

IJI\-

-

November Z4, 1975

.\

MIDDLE EAST

UNDOF RENEWAL

Q.

A.

News stores today report that UN Secretary Waldheim
is all but certain that Syria will renew the observer force
mandate on the Golan Heights which expires November 30.
Is the U. S. optimistic that the UNDOF will be renewed?

We do, of course, hope that the observer force mandate
will be renewed in the interests of all the parties in the area
to achieve a durable peace in the Middle East.
with the determination that there

can be no

In keeping

stagnation or

stalemate in the Middle East, the renewal of the UNDOF
mandate keeps the peace process active and encourages
further progress.

Q.

How does your desire for progress in the Middle East
square with wire reports asserting that the U.S. has
secretly pledged not to pressure Israel for any more
than cosmetic concessions in possible next steps on the
Golan?
l)(J.)- ..f1> ~ ~ ~ ~~
$~

A.

b..-:r-

-,-

-

-

Our position remains that we are seekil:g ways to move
the peace process forward and are working with the parties
to determine the most effective means for doing so •

.

.

November 28, 1975

MIDDLE EAST

SOVIET ARMS TO SYRIA

Q.

A.

You say you would welcome the renewal of UNDOF by Syria.
At the same time, Syli a is receiving from the Soviet Union
military equipment and armaments, especially MIG- 25 s.
Doesn't this influx of Soviet supplied hardware contribute to
a destabilization in the area and increase tensions unnecessarily?

It is no secret that Syria has been supplied by the Soviet
Union with sophisticated military equipment for quite some
time (FYI: since at least the 1967 war),

While we have indi-

cations that there has been a slight increase in supplies
recently, we do not see any change in the strategic balance
in the Middle East.

Q.

But doesn't this constant supply of weapons by the Soviet Union
and the U.S. into the Middle East contribute to an increase in
tensions in the area?

A.

The situation in the Middle East is, of course, extremely
complex, and the steps to peace must be taken one at a time.
The supply Telationships continue because each party perceives
individual defense needs in the face of the situation as it exists
today.

Hopefully, as progress toward peace is achieved and

tensions in the area are reduced, the supply of sophisticated
weaponry can be adjusted accordingly.

November 28, 1975

MIDDLE EAST

SYRI.AN RENEWAL OF UNDOF

Q.

A.

We have seen and heard reports to the effect that U.N.
Secretary Waldheim has successfully concluded talks with
Syria on a 6 month renewal of UNDOF. Is the optimism
justified, and do we expect an announcement to this effect
soon?

Naturally, we encourage and support the efforts of the
Secretary General to secure the renewal of the UN mandate
on the Golan Heights and we are hopeful that UNDOF will be
renewed.

Such a step would constitute an essential contri-

bution to progress toward peace in the Middle East.

As the

President has stated repeatedly, we are determined that
there be no stagnation or stalemate in the progress toward
an overall settlement.

November 28, , 1975

SINAI OBSERVATION TEAM

Q.

John Finney has a story today (New York Times, p. 4) saying
that a government survey team will be going to the Middle East
next week to determine requirements for stationing American
technicians in the Sinai. Can you tell us where this program
stands right now?

A.

The State Department has all the details on this, but
essentially the President has approved plans for a Sinai support
mission to be led by a Director who will serve as his special
representative.

The Mission's work will be coordinated by an

Interagency Management Board vA:tich will report to the President
through the National Security Advisor.

Operationally, the Board

will be similar to the Interagency Task Force on Indochina.

FYI:

Refer all further questions to State.

January 7, 1976

FORD MEETING WITH U. S. AMBASSADORS

Four U.S. Ambassadors to Arab countries came in to see the
President this morning for a brief review of the Middle Eat:t situation
and the upcoming Security Council debate on the Middle East which begins
January 12.

The four Ambassadors are:
Richard Murphy - U.S. Ambassador to Syria
Thomas Pickering - U.S. Ambassador to Jordan
William Porter - U.S. Ambassador to Saudi Arabia
Hermann Eilts - U.S. Ambassador to Egypt

The meeting began ajl0:23 a.m. and ended

Kissin~~~~o:Croft also participated•

•

~~
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Secretary

January 8, 1976

MIDDLE EAST

Attached is the read-out of the Kissinger I All on meeting
yesterday.

You should not go beyond Kissingerr s remarks, as

spelled out on page 2.

If asked, specifically whether the U.S. would

favor the transfer of the Middle East debate from the Geneva
Conference to the Security Council, you may say that we have publicly
stated that we do not favor a transfer of the debate to the Security
Council, (but we have stated we favor any of several other alternatives.)

Cr...ASSIFIED ATTACHMENTS

January

lZ~

1976

-MIDDLE E.AST SECURITY COUNCIL DEBATE

Ci.

.

.

The Security Council is preparing to convene to debate the ·
situation .in the Middle East with possible ~oves to change .
. relevant UN resolut~ons • . What "YUl the U.S. · appr·oach 'Qe to
the Security Counci~ de.b ate?

·A • .

·As. the President and the Sec_r etary have ·stated before,
we ~.onsider

tJ. N.

Resoluti.o ns 242 and 338 the relevant

resolutions for ·.the Middle ~ast•

. Q. ·.

Wo~d we ·veto any effort to_ch~ge or to modify 242 or
338?
A~ Secretary 'Kissi.ilger said .the other day. we wOuld

A.

hav·e to see ·what
resolutions
emerge before
we made
a final ·
.
.
..
.

Q.

A.

Have ·we informed : 1~.~ .•.!.-ai:J s o r .Isrc:.elis tha t \:~:e are c..\ - ·: s e d
to ·changing th~· .forum ivr res olving the .Midci.le. -East s.:.. . ..:.<.:. : L n
from the Geneva Conference
to the Security
Council?
.
. .
.
.
We_h~ve ·b een in touch. with -all the parties ~n · a ·r egular ba_sis.
Our positio~ on the Genev·a Conference a·s. the preferred forum
for: r~solving .the Middle East si.t Uation_h~ be.e n . stated publicly
by Administration officials; we are opposed ·to the transfer of

-

•

-z.

.

~

.

the debate to the Security Council.

-

.

_gJ:Ounds that the

Geneva Confex enee is limited to at most the pa&"ties directly

-.

i.ovolved in the coaQict.)

/

r--~
---~
~· ---=~
-:::. ·~y~~
· ~~~;;_~'}.· FYI ONLY:

To_any questions- tliat -begin with "what if•. ; •" and

then hn:>othesize ·some political strategem, you will want to say
that we would not want to preju~ge the debate outcome or speculate
on .what the U.S. may or may not do in a given circumstance. ·.

*

See classified ~alysis on ·upcoming Security Council debate •

. __.

•

.

January 12, 1976

MIDDLE EAST- UN
The debate on the Middle East, which will begin today, will probably reflect a
low-keyed Arab attempt to maintain the diplomatic momentum that has resulted in
increased international support for the Arabs and deepening isolation for Israel.
Despite some evidence of Arab dissension, Saudi Arabian, Egyptian, Syrian,
and Palestinian leaders have agreed on a position most Arabs can support, according
to the Saudi foreign minister. Reportedly, they will argue for a resolution calling for
an Israeli withdrawal from territory occupied since 1967, a recognition of
Palestinian rights, and a commitment by all concerned parties to work toward a
peaceful settlement.
The term Palestinian "rights" is probably deliberately vague. The Palestinians
intend to discuss this point in terms of their rights to exist as a people, to return to
their homeland, and to establish a sovereign state. They are reportedly willing,
however, to limit the resolution, in this respect, to a general recognition of
Palestinian rights if they can thereby avoid a veto by the US.
Rather than use the Security Council as a forum to excoriate Israel, most Arabs
seem intent on promoting a reasonable plan in order to maintain the diplomatic
momentum that has produced recent international support for their objectives.
Israel, which will not attend the debate out of fear that its presence would imply
recognition of the Palestinians as a political body, will certainly condemn any
resolution advocating recognition. The Arabs hope that any US refusal to veto such
a resolution would place a severe strain on US-Israeli relations, thereby enhancing
the Arab cause.
Despite the Arabs' commitment to a moderate approach, a number of
developments could cause them to deviate from their plan. Among them would be
an early Arab perception that the US plans to veto any reference to Palestinian
rights, or that radical Arabs may attempt to inflame the debate, possibly by a major
terrorist incident by radical fedayeen elements. ~CRET NOFORN)

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.4.
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January 12,

197~

AMBASSADOR MOYNIHAN - INTERVIEW IN NEWSWEEK

Q.

A.

Does the President agree with (any of) Ambassador Moynihan's
comments on the Russians' role in Angola md its implications
for U.S. -Soviet relations?

He didn't have any specific comments, but let me just say
that Amb. Moynihan is the U.S. Representative to the U.N. and
as such, is the Presidentr s representative to that body, but I
don't think I am going to comment from here every time Amb.
Moynihan, or any other Administration official has an interview
or gives a speech.

Il

.i

i

r

January 14, 1976 ,

MIDDLE EAST: GUIDELINES AND UPDATE

I.

Highlights of the Middle East Debate: Our Mission in New York
reports the Arab drafting group is considering the introduction
of two resolutions:
A Syrian draft on Palestine which reportedly would
provoke at least one veto and has therefore produced
growing interest in.

A three-part Egyptian resolution, considered
11
moderate 11 enough to pass.

The most significant element of the debate has been the six points
described by Egyptian Ambassador Meguid as essential for a permanent
peace:
.Achievement of Palestinian national rights.
Creation of a Palestinian national entity in
accordance with the principle of self-determination.
Total Israeli withdrawal from territories occupied
in 1967.
Recognition that Geneva is the proper negotiating
forum and 'the Security Council is no substitute.
Resumption of the Geneva Conference with PLO
participation.
Security Council support in a call for reconvening
at Geneva.

II.

Our position at the debate continues to be as follows:
1.)

We consider Resolutions 242 and 338 the relevant
resolutions for the Middle East.

-Z-

...

Z.) We will veto any resolutions not hclpful to the
peace process.
3.) We will not speculate on what we may or may
not do prior to the introduction of a given
resolution.
4.) We have stated publicly that we do not favor
transferring the issues concerning the Middle
East f:r:·om the forum of the Geneva Conference.
5.) Additionally, the United States was unable to
use its Security Council veto because a veto is
possible only on substantive resolutions, not in
procedural debates, such as those on agenda
or participation.

III.

Q.

A.

What are our long-range goals and objectives in the
Middle East?

As we have stated before, we will continue to consult
with the parties involved to determine the best way of
moving the peace process toward a just and lasting
settlement in the Middle East..

We are determined that

there be no stagnation or stalemate in that process, and
have indicated our willingness to try any approach agreeable to the parties which offers promise of real progress.
Among the alternatives we have mentioned are:
1. ) Reconvening the Geneva Conference.
2.) A preparatory conference to allow part~ci
pants to discuss procedures, agenda and
participants in a renewed Geneva confe:h::nce.

-3-

III.

(Continued)

3.} New negotiations (i.e., step-by-step
diplomacy) between Syria and Israel which
if those parties so desire we are prepared
to promote.

In our publicly stated position we have always affirmed
that in any final settlement, the legitimate interests of the
Palestinian people must be taken into account; but we have
also stated that we will not negotiate with the PLO or urge
Israel to deal with the PLO, as long as the PLO does not
recognize the existence of Israel or accept Resolutions 242
and 338.

IV.

For your reference,

Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338

are attache d.

,

RESOLUTION 242 (1957)

AdopteJ bi the St:curiry Council a~ its l332nd meeting,
on 22 No·.:£:rnber 1£67

Tho Sccurit'/ Council.
Expressing its continuing con;::e;rn wi-:h the

>;:;rav~::

situation in the

~/.iddle

East.
Emphasi;ing the inadmissibility of the a·:quisitio:l of territory by war and
the need to vvork for a just and lasting peace in which <::Nery State in the area
can live in securitv.

Emplwsi:ing. further that all M-:::i'.oer States in their acceptance of the
Charter of the United Nations have undertake!! a commitment to act in
accordance with Article 2 of the Charter.
l.

Affirms that the fulfilirnent of Charter principles requires the establishment of a just and la3ti::g peace in the ~lidd!e East which should
include the opplication of b::lth the follo•.ving principles:
(i)

Withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from territories occupied in the
recent conflict;

(ii)

Termination of ell c'aims or states of t;elligerencv and respect for
and acknowlec!gerns~n of the s~)':erei:r:tv, territorial ir.te;ritv, and
political ind-::pancL::ncs of e··:erv State in the area and tr:e:ir ri~ht to
live in peace within se.::ure ar,d
boundaries free from
threats or acts of force;

---~

2.

Affirms further the necessity
(a)

For guaranteeing fre&dom of navigation through international
water,Nays in the area;

(b)

For achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem;

(c)

For guaranteeing the territorial invio!:1bility and potitical inde·
pcndence of eve:-.,· State :n the area. through measures tncluding
the establishment oi cemiiitarized zones;
·

3.

Requests the Secretary-Gsr~-::~21 to
a Sp-:::cial R,;prese<1ta::;ve to
proceed to tt1e i,iidJie E:.st 10
t1nd rr:aintJin com;:;~ts with the
States concerne:d in orJ.::• t.J orom:::iw ;:::_-:rcc•nc'nt ;;nd as:;ist ef krts to
achieve 0
ari(j <:::.:c:pted s:::tti:::•r,.,nt in accordJnce with the
provisions and pincipies i'l !f11S r•.;solution;

4.

Requcsrs the Sr::·:r.~tarv-G.:r.era!

t::l report to the Securitv Council on the
progress of the efforts of the Sp::::ial Representative as soon as possible.

'(

J IT ED

NATIONS
Distr.

GENERAL

SECURITY
COUNCIL

S/RES/338 (1973)
21 October 1973

·RESOLUTION 338 (l973)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 1747th meetinp;~
on 21/22 October 1973 .

The Security Council

1.
Calls upon all parties to the present fiehting to cease all firing and
terminate all military activity immediately~ no later than 12 hours after the
moment of the adoption of this decision, in the positions they no"' occupy;

(

2.
Calls uucn the parties concerned to start i~~ediately after the
'ase:fire the implementaticn cf Security Council resolution 242 (1967) in all of
.s parts;
3.
Decides that, im::!!ediate.ly and concurrently with the ceese-fire,
negotiations start between the parties concerned under 8.!)prcpriate auspices aimed
at estab~ishing a jus_t and durable peace in the Middle E?.st.

-··

73-21739

January 26, 1976

A NEW MIDDLE EAST POLICY?

Q.

News reports in the Washington Post and the New York Times
suggest that the Ford Administration intends to develop a new
policy on how to proceed in the Middle East and that such
initiatives will constitute a major foreign policy effort. Can
you tell us if any new initiatives are planned, and if so, what
might they be?
•

A.

Our Middle East policy continues to be that we will continue
to seek ways to keep the peace process moving.

The President

has stated that we will not tolerate stalemate or stagnation and
that we will work with the parties to see how we can best assist
them in ensuring continuing progress in the area.

The President

expects to discuss these issues with Prime Minister Rabin when
he arrives for a visit tomorrow.

I'

-2-

11

What is needed, is that all the parties go on from here to work

out the substance of the solutions, and that if any party feels
there is a need to reconsider the framework in order to proceed
further, that this emerge from negotiations among the parties
in the Geneva context."
•
The Statement reaffirms that "there will be no permanent
peace unless it includes arrangements that take into account the
legitimate interests of the Palestinian people. (pp. 6-7}.

The

United States is prepared to work with all the parties toward
a solution of all the issues yet remaining, including the issue
of the Palestinian people.

11

The Secretary then states the suggestion of an informal
preparatory conference of the present Geneva parties, "looking
toward a convening of the Geneva Conference,

11

and closes by

emphasizing that what is important is to continue the process,
that we believe we have an obligation

11

to keep open and intact

the negotiating framework and to assist in developing a common
understanding of the problems that remain before us.

11

We are

committed to assist in every way we can to facilitate such progress.

January 26, 1976

PLANS FOR A MIDDLE EAST TRIP

Q.

News reports over the weekend seem to suggest that the President
will be travelling to the Middle East this Spring. Can you tell us
if the reports are true, and if so, to what extent is planning already
underway?

A.

You may recall that at the time of the Sadat visit, the President
told a group of Egyptian editors that he had accepted, in principle,
an invitation from President Sadat to visit the Middle East.
this time, however,

\re

At

hare no definite plans or timetable for such

a visit.

Q.

A.

Will the President definitely go in 1976?
his trip plans?

What factors would affect

As you know, all visits of heads of states are arranged at the
mutual convenience of the governments involved, so any travel
schedule will be contingent on those conditions.

FYI:

You may want to recall for the press that Under Secretary

Sisco, in his briefing November 5, mentioned that the President had
accepted an invitation, in principle, to visit the Middle East.

•

New York Times
January 27, 1976

Text of Resolution on Middle East in Security Cot1ncil
s~"" 1 &1 to n:• :sew Yort Ttmts
t' SITED NATIONS, N.Y.,

ration of the situation in the
Middle East, and deeply de·
Jc.n. 26-Following is the ploring Israel's persistence in
text of the resolution on the its occJpation of Arab terri~fiddle East vetoed in the tones and its refusal to imSecurity Council tonight by
plemer:t the relevant United
tile United States.
Nations resolutions,.
THE SECUR.rnr CoUNCIL,
RU.FFIRM!NG the principle
HA"iiNG
coNSIDERED
the of inadmissibility of acquisi·
item entitled "The Middle· . tion of territories by the
East problem including the threat or use of force,
.
Palestinian question." in ac·
REAFFIR.l'4lNG FURTHER the ·
· cordance with its Resolntion necessity of the establish·
381 (1975} of November 30,
ll!ent of a· just and lasting •
1975,
. peace in the region based on
HAVING HE.AJU> the repre- full resP£,.-<:t for the Charter
scntatives of parties con· of the United Nations as Wf':ll
cemed, including the Pale<- ·as for its resolutions 1::0!1·
s:ine Liberation Organiza· cerning the problem ()f the
t!on, representative of the Middle East including the
Palestinian people,
question of Palestine,
CoNVT:-<CED that the ques. 1. AFFIRMs:
tion of Palestine is the core .
(a) That the Palestinian
of tha confHct in the Middle people should be enabled to
East,
exercise its inalienable na·
ExPRESSING
its concern tional right of self-determi·
over the continuing deterio- nation, including the right to

establish an independent
state in Palestine in accord·
ance with the Charter of the
United Nations;
· (b) The .right of Palestinian
refugees wishing to retu.rn
to their homes and live at
peace with their neighiY.>rs
to do so and the right of
those choosing not to return
to receive compensati.on for
their property;
.
·
(c) That Israel should with·
draw from all the. Arab territories occupied. since JWle

2. DECIDES that the provisions contained in Para·
. graph 1 should be taken fui!Y

into account in all interna·.
tional efforts and conferences
()rganized within ihe frame·
\vork of the United Nations
for ihe establlshmcnl" ()f a
. just and lasting pcar.e in th~
Middle East;
· . ·
3. REQU£STS the· Secretary: :
. General to take 111 lthe ra•c~- i
· essary steps as soon as ros··. i
sible ·.for the implr.mentation· · i
1957;
of ihe pr.wisk>IIS of this reso(d) That ~;.propriate IU'• lution and io Ht>C•J t to the
rangements shoold be estal.r Security CccncH on the prog.lished to guar-tilltee,- in a.c· ress achieved·
cordance with the Charter ot
4. DECml-:..<:to col!vene with·
the United Nations, tbe sov· in a period of six months to
ereignty; territorial integrity . r..onsidN' the ttport.. by the
and political inde:pendence of Secr(\t.l!ry General 1cgarding
all states in ';he area and'. the in1plementalion of thls
their right to live in peace resolution, ·and in ortltt to
within secure' and · recog· pursue its responsibilities re·
nized boundaries;
garding such implemefltation.

•========================================================~~-~=·~

January 27, 1976

MIDDLE EAST SECURITY COUNCIL DEBATE, U.S. VETO

Q.

Now that the United States has vetoed the UN Resolution on
the Middle East (text attached) what progress can we reasonably
expect to achieve now in moving the peace process forward?

A.

The U. S. position in vetoing the UN Middle East Resolution
•
has been made clear by our Ambassador, Daniel Moynihan, and
in a statement by Secretary Kissinger (text attached).

To highlight

some of those remarks for you, the Secretary began with a history
of Resolutions 242 and 338 and the formation of the Geneva Conference as the forum for debating the issues relating to the Middle
East.

He outlined the step- by- step negotiations process, while

emphasizing that an overall approach was

11

an alternative to which

the parties could turn at any time, and there was no doubt that an
overall settlement, whatever the approach, was the end goal of all
concerned, including the U.S.

11

The Secretary goes on to argue that the negotiating framework
is

11

sufficiently flexible" so as to provide "the basis for negotiating

fair and durable solutions to all the issues involved,

11

ani that the

dismantling of the negotiating framework would end the chance for
further progress.

3/4/76

'

SECRET AGREEMENTS ON THE MIDDLE EAST

Q:

Yesterday the State Department seemed less than categorical
in its statements on alleged secret agreements between the
U.S. and Egypt. Can you be more specific on whether the
U.S. has any secret agreements with the parties to the Sinai
accord?

A:

What the State Department said, and what we have always said
is that everything relating to the Sinai agreement has been
presented to the Congress.

FYI:

[Indeed, in the Committee report on S. J. Resolution 138, page 9,
the Committee comments include the following line " • • . the
Committee is satisfied that it has been informed of all the
relevant assurances and undertakings which are a part of the
overall Sinai agreements. 11 ] End FYI.

March 9. 1976

TELEGRAM FROM RABBI SCHINDLER:
Q--The New York Times reports that Rabbi • Schindler has
sent a telegram to the Pfesident protesting
Administration's plans to sell arms to Egypt.

IF

a

the

Has such a telegram

been receieved.
A-- A telegram from Rabbi Schindler has arrived at the White House,
and a reply is in the process of preparation.
Q---When will the reply

be sent?

A--- I can't give you an exact time---as soon as the reply is
completed.
Q--- Will you make that public?
A-- We do not expect it will be made public·•UJgq; 1

*Q---Whyftnot?

public

A.... - We normally do not make 111

messages.

,

1 •••

such private ~- ~~~hanges of
. ·g f&q 3 fS ISlA I

1115 Ill rr•,
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 6, 1976
Dear Mr. Sf·eaker:
In my letter of March 29, 1976 to the House and Se:<ate Conferees,
I stated my strong objections to the Senate action adding nearly
$800 1nillion in program terms to the budget for Foreign l\1ilitary
Sales credits and Security Supporting Assistance for the Transition
Quarter for Israel, Egypt, Jordan and Syria, since in my view
these funds are not needed to 1neet the essential needs of the
recipients. This position was only taken after the most careful
review and analysis.
,
As you know, this Administration is firmly committed to the security
of the State of Israel, and also to providing constructive econo1nic
assistance to Egypt, Jordan and Syria. However, the FY 76 and
FY 77 budget levels were designed to m~eet these purposes on an
austere basis without any funding in. the Transition Quarter.
It is natural that the recipient gove1·nn"lents would like to receive

•'

financial support at a higher level than provided in the Adininistration's request. I an"l aware also that it has been argued that the
-.......United States should fund through security assistance any. budget
deficit which govermnents might incur as the result in part of
acquiri.:1g military equip1nent from the United States. However, it
shoulci be obvious that any such proposals are. completely i.r:.feasible,
since the United States is in no position to control every aspect of
another governm.ent's budget spending. Security Assistance is
intended to provide military and economic funding to ease the
pressure on friendly gove1·nn-1ents in meeting their legitin1ate
se(:urity ·needs. It never has been nor should be intended to meet
every budgetary deficit or foreign exchange shortfall \Vhich another
government may incur and no such com.mitment has been made.
Specifically in the case of Israel, my FY 76 and F.Y 77 budget rcqt;.ests
prc,vide sufficient levels of assistance to meet that nation's needs.
Our m.ost careful ar.alysis indicates that the levels provided in the
FY 76 and 77 requests for FMS are adequate to enable Israel to
maintain its sccudty. Our previous c stin1ates of this need have
been carefully rechecked and reaffirmed.

'

.

- 2 At a time when our own country's budget pressures are very gr::::at,
when our nation faces 1nany other urgent and pressing progran1
needs and our own deficits for FY '76 and the Transition Quarter
are already too large, I cannot justify more funds tha:'l have been
included in 1ny budget request.
Therefore, if I am presented with a final appropriation bill that
·includes additional funds for the Transition Quarter, I V.'ill be
forced to exercise 1ny veto -- an alternative which could seriously
disrupt onr efforts to assist our friends and allies in maintaining
thei.r security and development grO\vth efforts. I naturally hope
that' the House will not n1ake necessary such a course of action,
but will in:st~ad reach the. only responsible conclusion.
·
Sincerely,

The Honorable
The Speaker
House of Representatives
\Vashington, D. C. 20515

.·

-

.-

.
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.
Foreign Assistance and Related Prcgra:ns Ap~ropriation Bi11,1976
(Budget AuthoritY. i r. S mi 11 i ens )l/

"'

.

1975

er.a te

Ser.c:. te

P.c-quest

5-ouartc!"' Totals
Resuest

Security Assistance
S~ppo~ti~; Assi$:ar.:e
!·:~~:1~ E!st S~~=~~1 Rs~uira~~nts
X~~it~:~ .~ssis:~~ce Frcgra~
Fot=i;~ :·~·;·i~~:t.t c~·adit Sa1~s
~:i 11 ta fJ Tra ~ ia~ ,,g

•

1,913.5

2:.2.

27.2
30.0
6.3

417.1
10.0
27.2
212.0

.....?..&

39.0

l,C95.0
., . ...

3,075.5

143.4

98.7

672.1

3,556.2

3, 175.2

S~9.7

·. 219.2

234.6

~

1;025.1

303.8
23.7

21.5

:_lU

1,697.5

2.025.3

327.5

2~0.7.

252.5

2i3.C

225.5

227.3

63.3

49.0

53.6

5,789.6

5,001. 5

5,328.6

53f:..2

333.4

l,8i3 .3
&::"\

1,712.5

1,712.5

:o.o

40.2

25.2

1('v.V"

10.0

l,C65.J

42.2
42.0

23.0

39~:.. 5

50.0
225.0

22:;.o

i,CZ3.0

l ,OS5.0

:30.Q.

25.0

3,412.8

3,077.5

i,Ci:33 . . i
1,05•J.1

s·!·~

i8~.3 ·

2,!33.3

f'\
..I'Oti•V

5::l.O

43S.i
1,107.0

~~;~1~~~~~( ~~~:;~~~~=~
------------........_._
.
.

1,737.7
cO.O

2,129.5
~ ....
Cv
•

...

"

'..J

,..
:.:·! .. !
~

2~2.2 .

.-.~-

1,2ii. O
,.. - .

I.~

t.~

,.I"\

~·~

3,7.;7.5

·~--·

.

a;~.:t
:·~iJ1

::-·al ..:..s:~s:t::::;

ti :at~rc 1

.!.ssist~~ce

.2 ..

~--.

,..

!,.:.JI.O

1,G73 .a
.2,~3~.3

.

......... ..)""

.;,~~

1,122.4
S·JS;S·

l,S33.2

~ ,2~~ .3

,_::.;.:;.o
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_,_ .:.

~.,:;;

,.. .... ,..
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~ ~At.~
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c,..,..;...;.o

..)

Total

Jj

Ser.ite

S~d~at A~thority

leve1~ adj~$ted

for

cc:~·;parabilHy

.\·lith request and House

978.2

6,323.3

1~vc:is

3/24/76
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Table 2

t·1iddle East Program Levels - Securify Assistance
(Program in$ Millions
Request
Foreign iolilitary Credit Sales
Sup~~rting Assistance

::.:: '-/~-::

750.0

·--Su?porti ng Assistance
~,c ~

]50.0

r.

..trr. .; -t/
, _...1

.:

•

1r::.:n.ngforeign :·:i 1i tary Credit Sales
EXCC$S Defense Articles Jj

.

S·;ri 3.

.Su;:::;)orting
Assistance
.. .

Transition Quarter
Reauest House·· Senate

Ser.ate

.

JJ

695.0
248.6

1CO.O

72.5
100 ..0
.8

.8

75.0
.3

75~0

90.0

80.0
-ao-:-o-

-90.0

695.0

69-s.o 695.0

253.6

~7.5

Assistance
·
-I
.
I

S~~p~rting

"l'". -.:

~:ouse

2,255.0 . 2 '20.Q_J)_ 2,200.0
1,500.0 1,500.0 1,500.0
755.0
700.0
700.0

::stael

.;.:;

1976

.3

248.6

72.51co. 0
.8
75.0

5-0uarter Total
Reouest House se~1ate

550.0
375.0
175.0

1 ,500 . 0

2,255.0 2,200.0 2,i5~.0
pr'"
,:J..;v. 0 1,375.0
755.0
700.0
875.0

173.8
173.8

750:0

695.0

c. 5o e
..........

18.1 -

253.6

243.5

26 6.7

18.1

77.3
100.0
.8
75.0
.3

72.5

c.,
::.
J-..J •V

100.0
.8
75.0
.3

i OO.G

90.0

80.0
80.0

iCO. 0

750.0

_\

.3

80.0

-80.0-

..
i/ . The Ap;>ropriations Coli'~rnittees did not indicate these an1ounts for \1orrlan.
wilJ be maintained.

..

20.0
20.0

----go-:o
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695.0

e6s.s

.3
75.0
.3
100.0
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Table 2 ·
t·1idd1e East Program Levels - Security f\ssistance
(Program in S Millions)

1976

Request
Foreign Hi1 itary Credit Sales
Supporting Assistance

750.0

·. ~\';)-:

.

..

.:

S·iri 2

..

S;.;:~ortir;g
.

Assistance

72-:--5-

248.6

18. ].
18. 1

253.6

100.0
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-
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20.0
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lCO.O

'
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24.S. 6
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.8
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i/ . The Appropriations Committees did not indicate these an1ounts for 1lnrrlan.
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..!....

Transition Quarter
Reauest House·· Senate
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·-·su;;porti ng Assistance

,· ..-.:1
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iOO.O
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-
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?able 3
Perccntnqc of A~d to the Middle East
Goinq to ::~ac-i1 :f:,:.;cipicnt
("program in $ millions) ·:

House

J~dministration

5-Quar-t.er

~e

o:: '.;.'otal

5-Quarter

%

of Total

Senate
5-Q1J2rter
%

o::

Tctal

2,255.0

67.3

2 2CO.O

68.2

2/730.0

69.0

Egypt

750.0

22.4

695.0

21.6

868.8

21.8

Jere! an

253.6

7.6

2'1:8.6.

7.7

2GG./

6.7

80.0

2.5

· -100.0

2;5

3,223.6

100.0

3,985.5

100.0

Israel

Syria

.

TOTAL

90.0
3,348.6

2·. 7 ..
100.0

1
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April 7, 1976

BI-PARTISAN MEETING ON SECURITY ASSISTANCE LEGISLATION

Q.

A.

Can you fill us in on the Bi-Partisan Leadership Meeting this
morning. What did the President indicate was his view on
Transition Quarter funding for the Middle East, especially
Israel?

I think probably the most accurate summation of the President's
views is contained in a letter to the Speaker.

In the letter the

President asserts that the Administration is firmly committed
to the security of Israel as well as to providing constructive
economic aid to other Middle East countries.

He states that

his FY '76 and '77 budget requests provide sut:icient levels
of assistance to meet the countries' needs.

He argues that

when our own budget pressures are very grm t, he cannot
justify more funds than have been included in his request.
He concludes by saying that if presented with a final appropriation bill that includes additional funds for the Transition
Quarter, he will be forced to exercise his veto, but closes by
saying that he hopes the House will not make necessary ,;;uch
a course of action.

A p r i 1 l 9 , 1 9 7 ()

WEST BA"f\JK ELECTIONS

Q,

What is your reaction to the success of PLO supporters and
otb er Palestinian nationalists in the '\Vest Bank elections?

A.

Those elections took place peacefully and apparently reflected
the will of the local population.

But I \vruld have no con11nent

on the results ci the election.

FYI: It is i.rYJportant that you not refer to the election as an 11 interna1
affair 11 of Israel or the \Vest Bank since \Ve do not reco~nize
Israel claims to the West Bank nor West Bank clairns to their
autonany.

TRANSITION QUARTER FUNDING FOR THE MIDDLE EAST
(contained in H. R. 12203 as sent to the President)

(in millions)
Program
ISRAEL
FMS Credits (50% forgiveness)
Supporting Assistance

NOA

$ 200. 0

$ 110. 0

75.0

75.0

EGYPT
Supporting Assistance

100. 0

100.0

JORDAN
Supporting Assistance

60.0

60.0

SYRIA
Supporting Assistance

15. 0

15. 0

$ 450. 0

$ 370.0

TOTALS

*

~~.The

FMS credit program does not require dollar-for-dollar budget outlays.
One dollar of credit (budget outlay) will support a program of Ten dollars.
Since Israel receives 50o/o forgiveness -- in this case $100 million --new ·
obligational authority of that amount is required. For the remaining $100
million only $10 million in NOA is required ($10 million to support a program
of $100 million) -- hence a total of $110 million.

Acceptance by the President of the compromise levels for Transition
Quarter funding of Middle East programs does not mean the legislation
as a whole exce~ds the Presidt:·nt' s budget requests. Cuts made in the
FY76 requests can accomodate the increased levels in· the Transition
Quarter without resulting in an appropriation which exceeds the budget
requests for the full fifteen month period. This does not mean, however,
that the funds were allocated for the purposes or programs the President
desired.

August 12, 1976

US STRATEGY ON MIDDLE EAST SETTLEMENT

Q:

Has the Administration's policy on the Middle East fizzled out?
Nothing seems to be going on. Or is further progress on a Mid
East settlement linked to a resolution of the Lebanese crisis?

A:

It is important to keep this matter in perspective:

There has

been significant progress on a problem which has been with us
for three decades.

The Sinai Agreement concluded in September

1975 represented a significant further step towards an eventual
overall settlement.

We have also strengthened our ties with

Israel and with a number of our Arab friends in the area.

We

have made clear our willingness to continue to assist the parties
in finding ways of bringing further progress on the basis of
Resolutions 242 and 338.

At the same time, we must recognize the realities of tensions
and contradictions caused by the Lebanese situation which
have deflected attention and concern from the overall peace
process.

Thus, we have been active diplomatically to help

encourage a peaceful settlement in Lebanon, as well as to avoid
a broadening of that conflict.

Nonetheless, we stand ready to assist the parties in bringing
about further progress on a Mid East settlement.

This has

- 2 -

always been a top priority and is in our interests.

We have

no preconceived course of action, but will be guided by what
the parties want.

We are open-minded on resuming the Geneva

conferenceo

Q:

Is Geneva likely this year?

A:

More likely in 1977.

This is a matter that the parties

must agree upon.

"'c

September 17 t

1976

Q:

What was discussed on the Middle East and Lebanon? Are there
any new initiatives under way in either case to help bring about
an early resolution of the problems?

A:

The President assured the Prince of the importance we attach
to finding further ways to bring progress in the Middle East and
also to encouraging a peaceful settlement in Lebanon.
ready to be helpful, as we have been in the past.

We stand

The n'leeting

afforded the President a1:d His Royal Highness to exchange views
011 these hnportant isuues.b-ttt llO i<Riiia'ti.veS wMe aisctti'l!H:la..,.

Q:

Was the Arab boycott discussed? Did the President tell Saud
that the boycott must end or did he take the position that he
opposes boycott legislation? What did Saud say on
boycott
matter?

A:

[In answer to all questions on the boycott:] The discussion
was wide-ranging on ways in which our t\vo countries can work
to solve problems of special interest, key among them being
the achievement of a final peace settlement inthe Middle East.
But I am not going to get into the details of their discussion.
The PrC?sident 1 s position on the boycott of friendly countries is
well known.

June 2, 1976
A NEW U.S. PEACE INITIATIVE

Q:

Yesterday you were quoted as saying that the U.S. plans a rnajor
new peace initiative in the Middle East looking toward the convening
of the Geneva Conference. Can you be more specific as to tirnetable
or plans?
For those of you who did not see another report in '\vhich I denied
that a new initiative has been ordered, I refer you to it (A 2 79, AP,
6-176~

attached).

Our position on the Middle East is as we have stated it.

We are

continuing consultations with the parties in an effort to move the peace
process forward.

We are ready to help the parties in whatever forurn

by whatever means they themselves deem realistic and acceptable,
and among these is the Geneva Conference.
(Guidance on Kissinger CENTO remarks attached)
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iWASHINGTON:

INTERVENTION.''
MEANWHILE TUESDRYJ WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY RoN NESSEN DENIED R
PUBLISHED REPORT THAT PRESIDENT FORD HAS ORDERED A NEW INITIATIVE FOR
A MIDDLE EAST PEACE SETTLEMENT BETWEEN ISRAEL AND ITS ARAB NElGH~ORS.
''WE WILL HELP THE PARTIES TO ARRANGE WHATEVER THEY WANT TO
ARRANGE'' IN THE WRY OF TAKING FURTHER STEPS TOWARD PERCE' NESSEN
SAID. BUT HE SAID THERE WAS NO STEPUF IN TEMPO ''BEYOND ONGOING
CONTACTS.''
OVER THE LAST SEVERAL MONTHS' THE UNITED STATES HAS TAKEN THE
POSITION THAT IT IS READY TO HELP THE PARTIES FIND A FORUMJ A GENEVA
PERCE CONFERENCE OR"OTHERWISE.
AVI PAZNER' SPOKESMAN FOR THE ISRAELI EMBRSSYJ SAID HE KNEW OF NO
NEW AMERICAN INITIATIVE.
''WE HAVE CHECKED WITH THE ADMINISTRATION AND THERE lS NO SUCH THING
IN THE fUt·H:t''' PFi'ZNER SAID.
:tS45PED (lf.-01

·-
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May 26, 1976

KISSINGER P..T CENTO MEETING
PRI:ss GUIDANCE

Q:

At the Cento Ministerial in London today Secretary Kissinger
said that time is approaching when ne\v moves are necessary
in peace negotiations in Middle East? Is the United States
planning some new initiative?

A:

The Secretary's statement emphasizes the President 1 s consistent
policy on the need to maintain momentum towards an overall
peace in the Middle East.

We are determined to remain active

in this endeavor and, as the Secretary said, we are continuing to
explore possibilities for renewing

th~

negotiating process.

DecemberlO, 1976

UN RESOLUTION ON THE MIDDLE EAST

Q:

A:

Why did the U.S. oppose the Resolution on the Middle East
proposed by Egypt and accepted by the UN General Assembly
yesterday?
I think Ambassador Scranton's statement in connection with
the U.S. vote made our position clear.

As he indicated, there were

certain aspects of the resolution which we could not support-specifically language setting an "artificial deadline'' for reconvening
the Geneva Conference which might unnecessarily tie the hands of
the incoming administration.
Scranton stated

At the same time I think Ambassador

~

of the resolution was consistent with

our view of the...J.Ugency of resuming the negotiating process.

